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Abstract. Well-established methods in software engineering research, such as
Systematic Literature Reviews, Systematic Mappings and Case Studies are effec-
tive research methods to explore emerging areas, since they are systematic and
replicable, and produce reusable result avoiding bias. Frequently, software engi-
neers have to evaluate and select CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineer-
ing) tools that address trending issues with a non-systematic and replicable pro-
cesses. This work addresses this problem by tailoring the ISO/IEC 14102:2008
to a systematic-oriented process for the evaluation of software engineering CASE
tools in order to embrace the advantages of software engineering systematic meth-
ods in the exploration of new areas or emerging issues. This tailored ISO/IEC
14102:2008 standard prescribes a process for the preparation, design and con-
duction of the software engineering CASE tools evaluation and selection. This
process is founded in the application of systematic methods and the generation
of a pre-established assets to ensure the reusability of knowledge. In this paper,
this tailored process has been applied to address two great emerging concerns
in architectural reconstruction: technical debt and energy consumption. As result
of this adoption, this paper details the reporting analysis and the set of reusable
assets that have been generated during the evaluation process. Specifically, this
contribution presents a set of tables, statistics and a decision-making tree of the
selected tools for technical debt and energy consumption analysis in architecture
reconstruction.

Keywords: ISO/IEC14102:2008 · Systematic process · Green software ·
Architecture reconstruction · Technical debt · Tools

1 Introduction

Last decades, software engineering research has taken a step forward in the study of
the new areas and the means of reporting results by using systematic methods. Several
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methods have been defined, such as Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) [1, 2], Sys-
tematic Mappings (SM) [3] or Case Studies [4], among others. SLR and SM follow a
process driven by a set of research questions, a search string, and inclusion and exclusion
criteria for analyzing the selecting studies. On the other hand, case studies are reported
by defining the research questions and goals, the data collection and analysis of results
procedures. These research methods provide clear advantages to study emerging issues
or new areas, since they are systematic and replicable avoiding bias and also provide
reusable knowledge. Currently, software engineering undergoes a continuous emergence
of new areas and technologies, that at the same time, entails the construction of a large
amount of new tools to support them. Software engineers from industry and academy
must continuously address the evaluation of these new tools. All parties would benefit
from the availability of a systematic process that favors reusing results and, therefore,
avoids starting from scratch each time a new set of tools have to be evaluated. This work
presents a process obtained by tailoring the standard ISO/IEC 14102:2008 Information
Technology-Guideline for the Evaluation and Selection of CASE tools [5] by applying
its recommendations and systematic-methods.

The Standard ISO/IEC 14102:2008 was designed to discern, based on results, the
CASE tool that best suits the needs required for a given context or objective. The goal
of this systematic-oriented tailored process of the ISO/IEC 14102:2008 is twofold: to
be replicable and avoiding bias, together with providing reusable knowledge for engi-
neers about the tools of a specific emerging field in software engineering. The process
prescribes the preparation, design and conduction of tool evaluation in an evidenced
research context, and the kind of reusable assets that have to be obtained to ensure the
knowledge reusability. To that end, the process includes additional activities such as
SLRs or SMS, and analysis techniques based on search strings, hypothesis and RQs.

In this paper, we illustrate the adoption of the systematic-oriented tailored pro-
cess of the ISO/IEC14102:2008 standard to address two emerging issues in software
engineering, the technical debt (TD) and sustainability of software applications when
they are continuously evolving. Evolution [6] require the adoption of appropriate mea-
sures and practices at design and implementation, because a degradation in application
structure and coding may occur, affecting the internal software quality. Currently, this
quality is highly-related with technical debt (TD) [7] and software sustainability [8].
The technical dimension of the sustainability manifest is referring to: “longevity of
information, systems, and infrastructure and their adequate evolution with changing sur-
rounding conditions. It includes maintenance, innovation, obsolescence, data integrity,
etc.” This definition clearly states the relevance of sustainability in evolution, especially
in reverse engineering processes and its sub-process of architecture reconstruction [9,
21]. In addition, during architecture reconstruction, refactoring techniques are applied
to reduce technical debt and improve the internal structure without affecting the system
functionality [10, 11]. Specifically, we illustrate the adoption of the process to identify
and select tools that semi-automatically support architectural reconstruction activities in
reverse engineering to extract energy metrics and analyze technical debt. As a result of
the adoption, this work provides a set of tables, statistics and a decision tree, prescribed
by the tailored version of the standard, as a reusable knowledge to assist the software
engineers in the tool selection decision-making process.



Based on the aforementioned aspects, the structure of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2
provides an overview of related work; Sect. 3 describes the tailoring of the Standard
ISO/IEC 14102:2008; Sect. 4 details the description of the conducting phase, the report-
ing of results and the generation of the reusable assets from the selected tools; and finally,
Sect. 5 presents the conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

There are well-established evaluation methods to evaluate tools as DESMET [19] and
standards such as IEEE 1209-1992 [20] and ISO/IEC 14102:2008. DESMET proposes
nine evaluation types and a set of criteria, which help the evaluator to choose the most
suitable tool for its/her needs. Users, companies, academic institutions interested in
experimental software engineering can use this method, where the evaluation context
means that we do not expect a specific method/tool to be the best in all circumstances.
DESMET has been used in works such as [12] and [13], which evaluate the impact of
using a method/tool or the suitability of a tool in terms of the needs and culture of an
organization. On the other hand, the standard IEEE 1209-1992 defines a process with
a set of inputs to obtain a candidate tool. The inputs of this process is a list of criteria
based on the user needs, an initial list of the available tools, the objectives, and the
assumptions and constraints about the evaluation. This standard has been used in the
evaluation of several frameworks such as [14, 15] and [16]. In addition, some works
use the standard ISO/IEC 14102:2008 to provide some recommendations or select tools,
take into account some criteria for different domains [17] and [18]. In this paper, we take
a step forward in the state-of the-art by providing a process with systematic techniques
to the standard in order to provide the replicability and reusability features.

3 A Systematic-Oriented ISO/IEC 14102:2008 Process

The Standard ISO/IEC 14102:2008 is a guide to select a CASE tool that best suits the
needswithin a context [5]. It consists of four processes (Preparation, Structuring, Evalua-
tion and Selection) defined by the standard and their outputs. To construct the systematic-
oriented process the standard has been tailoredwith a systematic and exploratory purpose
by prescribing how performing these processes, the definition of outputs and the kind
of assets that should produce these outputs. It aims to assist software engineers in their
study and evaluation of tools that meet trending issues determining which tools meet
certain needs or requirements and to what extent. For tailoring ISO/IEC 14102:2008,
the clauses provided in it on how to address tailoring and annexes A and B were used
[5]. The systematic-oriented tailored process of the ISO/IEC14102:2008 is presented in
Fig. 1.

The Preparation process was tailored as follows: the project plan, high-level goals
and criteria outputs of the standard are specialized into the definition of the objectives,
expectations, criteria, and hypothesis that are important in an exploratory process. The
high-level goals are the objective/s that the process that support the tool should deal
with. This objective should be complemented by answering a set of research questions
that help to understand how the objective is supported. The hypothesis are proposals to



Fig. 1. Systematic-oriented tailored version of the ISO/IEC 14102:2008

meet the objective of the selection process that should be validated after the analysis
in order to determine in what extent the objective is fulfilled. Expectations must be
associated with the objectives proposed, and should allow quantifying and classifying
the candidate tools for the study purpose. Finally, the characterization criteria have to
respond to the objectives and expectations through a set of selection decision (Yes/No)
to search the candidate tools that best fit within the specific context of search. From
this process is prescribed to elaborate a coded list for each of the elements: research
questions, expectations, hypothesis and criteria (see Fig. 1).

The structured requirements of the Structuring process have been tailored into the
identification of needs and the definition of requirements to search the list of candidates.
Needs are given by engineers/users or arise from the adoption context; whereas the
requirements are conditions or capabilities that must be met or provided by the tools.
Both, needs and requirements, are used to complement the process of searching candidate
tools and determine if these candidates satisfy the established objectives. In addition, the
structuring process is tailored by prescribing that the list of candidates must be obtained
using systematic research methods. In particular, the set of primary sources must be
obtained conducting a Systematic Mapping (SM) or a Systematic Literature Review
(SLR). Then, the list of candidate tools is complemented with a search in the grey
literature that consist in searches on the web and plugins of the most used frameworks
in the field (see Fig. 1). The reports of these reviews are reusable knowledge, but it is
also prescribed to elaborate a list of candidates to be extended with its characteristics in
the next process.

In theEvaluationprocess, the tools from the list of candidates are reported answering
the research questions and analyzing the expectations and the characterization criteria.
As the systematic-oriented process establishes, a set of tables should be produced syn-
thesizing the results (see Fig. 1). As a result, these tables, their derived statistics and
report are reusable knowledge.

Finally, the Selection process has been specialized by presenting the recommenda-
tion, as well as the criteria and the guidelines applied to recommend those tools that
satisfy the objectives, expectations and requirements defined in the Preparation process
within a given research context. As a result, the tailored version adoption, in addition to



strictly identify the tool/s, it also provides the decision-making process and the knowl-
edge extracted. The asset that integrates all this information is the decision tree that the
tailored version of the standard prescribes (see Fig. 1). The decision tree is ordered by the
priority decisions of the researches that conduct the study, however with the information
that the tree provides, it is possible to reorder it following another priority order.

4 The Case of the Evaluation of Green and Technical Debt Tools
in Architecture Reconstruction

This section presents a case study in order to illustrate engineers about how to use
the Systematic-Oriented ISO/IEC 14102:2008 Process. In particular, this case study
evaluates tools that allow architectural reconstruction and the measurement of technical
debt and software energy consumption metrics.

4.1 Preparation

In the Preparation process, the objective, expectations, characterization criteria and
hypothesis are defined (see Fig. 1).

In our evaluation, the objectives are: (O1) to recommend a tool or a set of tools that
allow the extraction of architectural elements and metrics to evaluate technical debt and
estimate energy consumption in software, and (O2) to study how the extraction is sup-
ported by the tools. The research questions to address both objectives are the following:
(RQ1)What are the techniques of architecture reconstruction that are implemented by the
tools? (RQ2) What are the purpose and the process that follow the techniques/methods
implemented in the tools? (and (RQ3) What are the outputs and formats provided by the
tools?. In this work, three expectations and five characterization criteria were defined
(see Table 1).

Table 1. Expectations and characterization criteria

Expectations Characterization criteria

EX1: Tools use static and/or dynamic analysis
techniques and visualization is supported by
views
EX2: Tools extract metrics used to estimate
technical debt
EX3: Tools extract metrics used to estimate
software energy consumption

CC1: Tools support at least the activities of
architecture reconstruction: extraction,
analysis and/or visualization
CC2: Tools visualize elaborated outputs:
graphics, tables or matrices
CC3: Tools support the loading of the
applications under analysis locally or from Git
repositories
CC4: Tools’ license is open source,
commercial and/or trial
CC5: Tools analyze applications coded in C,
C++, Java, C#, PHP, among others



Finally, the hypothesis are the following: H1. There are tools that in semi-automatic
way fully or partially perform software architecture reconstruction by executing its activ-
ities (extraction, analysis and/or visualization). H2. There are tools that extract metrics
and architectural elements outputs using the source code or other software artefacts as
inputs. H3. There are tools with a graphical interface to help configure (activate or inacti-
vate) and customize metrics to be executed during the extraction and analysis. H4. There
are tools that include technical debt analysis and energy consumption estimation.

4.2 Structuring

During the Structuring process, the needs and requirements were defined (see Table 2).
The objectives and requirements were used to include or exclude the tools for produc-
ing the list of candidate tools from the search (see https://bit.ly/39ficiz). Following the
systematic-oriented process, we applied the following three activities:

Table 2. Needs and requirements

Needs Requirements

NI1. The tool meets the objectives regardless
its type of license
NI2.There is supporting source code and/or
documentation for using the tool
NI3. The tool’s inputs are source code,
executable, binary and/or UML architectural
documentation
NI4.The tool supports the extraction of metrics
and/or architectural elements
NI5. The tool supports the search and selection
of applications from Git open repositories
NI6. The tool allows storing the generated data
in a local or a cloud repository
NI7. The tool generates data for analyzing
technical debt and estimating the energy
consumption
NI8. The generated data by the tool can be
shown using different representations, formats
and/or architectural views
NI9. The tool can be extended or integrated
with other tools or plugins

REQ1. Windows and/or Linux OS operation
and installation
REQ 2. Local, web and/or cloud services
execution
REQ 3. Loading applications using as inputs
source code or architectural documentation
(UML)
REQ 4. Extraction, visualization and/or
exportation of measurements and metrics
REQ 5. A single tool for analyzing technical
debt and/or energy consumption based on
metrics
REQ 6. The extracted and analyzed data is
stored in local or cloud storages
REQ 7. The metrics are exported in different
formats

PrimarySources – SecondaryStudywith a SystematicLiteratureReview (SLR). In
a previous work [19], we performed an SLR that was conducted following the guidelines
proposed by Kitchenham [20] to identify the process, techniques and tools used in
architecture reconstruction and reverse engineering. The search string used was the
following: “software architecture” and “pattern*” and “recommend*” and (“reverse
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engineering” or “re-engineering” or “reconstruction”). The search was performed in
the four scientific databases (ACM DL, IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, and Springer).
As result of this SLR, 34 tools were identified. 11 tools were discarded because its last
version and technical support is outdated (under 2009), and 23 candidate tools were
selected after their first analysis. It was evidenced that these 23 tools allow: to extract
metrics and evaluate architectural designs; and to identify and analyze architectural
styles and architectural patterns using different strategies (top-down and bottom-up) and
techniques [19].

Secondary Sources - Complementary Study. Web Search: The primary sources only
provided evidence the extraction of source code metrics and architectural elements
through architecture reconstruction activities; however, there were no evidences of tech-
nical debt and green metrics. Therefore, the complementary study was used to search
dedicated tools for technical debt analysis and energy consumption, which in certain
scenarios use data generated from architecture reconstruction tools. The search in the
Web was performed on Google Scholar using as search string: “software architecture
reconstruction tool” OR “green software tool” OR “technical debt tool”. From the
review of resulting papers, we selected those tools that support (i) the extraction of code
and design metrics that can be used for energy consumption estimation and technical
debt analysis, (ii) architectural reconstruction, and/or (iii) the identification of smells
that affect the quality that increases the energy consumption or the technical debt. As
a result, 14 tools were selected, discarding those already identified as a primary source
(see Web Search, Table 3).

Table 3. Selection of tools

Source Number of tools Tools selected

Systematic literature review (SLR) 34 23

Web search (Web) 17 14

Plugins 11 4

Total 62 41

Secondary Sources - Complementary Study: Frameworks/Plugins. To extend the
primary and secondary sources, plugins that use source code to extract architectural ele-
ments and code metrics from applications written in Java were searched in Eclipse. The
keywords used in the search string was the following: “reverse engineering”, “software
reconstruction”, “technical debt” and “energy consumption”. As a result, 4 tools were
selected (see Plugins, Table 3).

4.3 Evaluation

The evaluation consists in reporting the analysis of the selected tools and synthesizing
in tables those properties that have been evidenced from the analysis. To that end, each



tool/plugin was downloaded, installed and tested with the purpose of identifying if they
fulfil the defined objectives and requirements (see the list of 41 candidates in https://bit.
ly/39ficiz and Table 4). Next, the 41 selected tools were reported answering the research
questions and checking the characterization criteria:

Table 4. Characterization of tools (list of candidates)

Search 
Mechanism Tools Technique Input Output Purpose Update 

Year
SLR Axivion Bauhaus Suite Static Analysis Source code Architectural elements, design metrics Architecture visualization, architecture validation, interface analysis, clone detection 2020
SLR Lattix LDM Static Analysis Source code, JAR file Architectural elements, design metrics Architecture refactory, understand architecture, dependence between software artifacts 2020
SLR Imagix4D Static Analysis Source code Architectural elements, code metrics Structural Analysis, understand architecture, design quality, collect source code metrics 2020
SLR Structure101 Static Analysis Source code Architectural elements, code metrics Structural Analysis, understand design, architecture, collect source code metrics 2018
SLR Structural analysis for Java Static Analysis Source code, JAR file Architectural elements, code and design metrics Structural Analysis, structural quality, collect design and code metrics 2019
SLR JavaNCSS Static Analysis Source code Source code metrics Collect source code metrics 2011
SLR Classycle Static Analysis Source code, Java Project Architectural elements, code metrics Collect source code metrics, code smell, package dependencies and cycles 2014
SLR Designite Static Analysis Source code, JAR file Architectural elements, code and design metrics Technical Debt, code and design smell, energy smell 2019
SLR Squale Static Analysis Source code Source code metrics Code analysis 2011
SLR Jdeodorant Static Analysis Source code, Java Project Source code metrics Code analysis, code smell, energy smell 2020
SLR iPlasma Static Analysis Source code Source code metrics Code analysis, code smell, energy smell 2010
Web PhpMetrics Static Analysis Source code Source code metrics Collect source code metrics 2020
Web Xradar Static Analysis Source code Source code and design metrics Collect design and source code metrics, code quality 2009
Web MoDisco Static Analysis Source code, Java Project Source code and design metrics Collect design and source code metrics, code quality 2020
Web Jlint Static Analysis Source code Source code metrics Collect source code metrics, code smell, energy smell 2014
Web Sonarqube Static Analysis Source code Architectural elements, code and design metrics Technical Debt, code smell, collect design and source code metrics 2020
Web Sonargraph Static Analysis Source code Architectural elements, design metrics Technical Debt, design smell, collect design metrics 2020
Web Codacy Static Analysis Source code Source code metrics Technical Debt, collect source code metrics, code quality 2020
Web Kiuwan Static Analysis Source code Source code metrics Code analysis, security analysis 2020
Web CheckStyle Static Analysis Source code Source code metrics Code analysis, code smell, energy smell 2020
Web Ndepend Static Analysis Source code, .Net assemblies Source code metrics Code analysis, code quality 2020
Web Nitriq Static Analysis Source code, .Net assemblies Source code metrics Code analysis 2012
Plugins Findbugs Static Analysis Source code, JAR file Source code metrics Structural Analysis, code quality 2015
Plugins Jdepend Static Analysis Source code, Java Project Source code and design metrics Structural Analysis, design quality, collect design and source code metrics 2020
Plugins Eclipse metrics Static Analysis Source code, Java Project Source code metrics Collect design and source code metrics 2013
Plugins PMD Static Analysis Source code Source code metrics Code analysis, code smell 2020
SLR Sigar Dynamic Analysis Executable file Hardware and energy consumption metrics System information gatherer and reporter (IT Resource) 2016
SLR Joulemeter Dynamic Analysis Executable file Energy consumption metrics Computational energy measurement (Specific application, Process Id) 2020
SLR Intel Platform Power Estimation Dynamic Analysis Executable file Energy consumption metrics Power consumption, power monitoring (Process Id) 2014
SLR PowerTop Dynamic Analysis Executable file Energy consumption metrics Power consumption and power management (Process Id) 2019
SLR jRAPL Dynamic Analysis Java Source code, JAR File Hardware and energy consumption metrics Energy and power consumption, profiling Java programs (method level, process Id) 2017
SLR RAPL Dynamic Analysis Java Source code, JAR File Hardware and energy consumption metrics Energy and power consumption information (Specific application, method level, process Id) 2014
SLR PowerAPI Dynamic Analysis Executable file, Java Source code Hardware and energy consumption metrics Energy and power consumption (Specific application, Process Id) 2020
SLR Jalen Dynamic Analysis Java Source code Energy consumption metrics Energy consumption (Specific application, method level, process Id) 2014
SLR JouleUnit Dynamic Analysis Java Source code Energy consumption metrics Energy profiling (Specific application) 2014
SLR pTop Dynamic Analysis Executable file Energy consumption metrics Energy profiling (Specific application, Process Id) 2009
SLR Java Interactive Profiler Dynamic Analysis Java Source code, JAR File Energy consumption metrics Energy profiling (Process Id) 2013
SLR Oktech Profiler Dynamic Analysis Java Source code, JAR File Energy consumption metrics Energy profiling (Specific application, Process Id) 2010
Web Oshi Dynamic Analysis Java Source code, JAR File Hardware and energy consumption metrics System information, memory and CPU usage (Specific application, method level, process Id) 2020
Web Powerstat Dynamic Analysis Executable file Hardware and energy consumption metrics Power consumption (Process Id) 2020
Web Dstat Dynamic Analysis Executable file Hardware and energy consumption metrics System resources monitor (Process Id) 2018

RQ1) What are the techniques of architecture reconstruction that are imple-
mented by the tools? The tools/plugins apply top-down and bottom-up strategies for
architecture reconstruction and use static and dynamic analysis techniques to evaluate
the architectural design. They extract different measurements andmetrics, and they visu-
alize the information in a different way. These expectations (see Table 1 and Table 4)
are analyzed following:

Static. Tools that use static analysis are widely-extended (academic, research and indus-
trial areas) due to their facilities of installation, configuration and integration with other
tools [22]. Lattix, Axivion Bauhaus Suite and MoDisco are an option in this category.
Lattix supports visualizing the system’s structure organization through class diagrams,
component diagrams or composite structure diagrams such as a Design Structure Matrix
(DSM) to analyze the software architecture and its dependencies. Axivion Bauhaus Suite
is a commercial tool used to understand and analyze architecture conformance, through
the extraction of information to determine which parts of the software are connected.
This tool supports architecture conformance assure thanks to its mechanisms of depen-
dency analysis, quality metrics analysis and different views of visualization. MoDisco is
a reverse engineering tool, which supports the extraction of information from the system
to help understand some aspects (structure, behavior, persistence, data flow, and change
impact) through the generation of a Knowledge Discovery Metamodel (KDM). In tools,
such as MoDisco, the Architecture Design Documentation (classes, packages and com-
ponents diagrams) is considered an input to analyze the architecture using a bottom-up
strategy.

https://bit.ly/39ficiz


Dynamic. There are some tools used for measuring energy consumption using dynamic
analysis. The SIGAR Framework, JouleMeter, Intel Platform Power Estimation, RAPL,
jRAPL Framework, Powerstat, PowerAPI, Jalen and Oshi extract and visualize metrics
for energy consumption.

RQ2)What are the purpose and the process that follow the techniques/methods
implemented in the tools?

Tools to Extract Source Code Metrics and Design Metrics. One of the purposes of the
automated static analysis (ASA) tools is the extraction of a set of features and metrics
that are quantified or qualified to get the resulting measurements. Tools as JDepend,
Structural analysis for Java (STAN), PhpMetrics, Structure 101, Eclipse Metrics, Sonar-
qube, Sonargraph, and Imagix4D are used to extract metrics that can be the input to
mathematical models to later use them with different purposes. JDepend plugin-tool
uses computation metrics. This tool analyses Java classes and source file directories and
it generates quality metrics for each Java package based on the dependencies among its
classes. STAN is an open source tool used to analyze the structure of Java programs.
It shows the design classes, packages and their dependencies using a reverse engineer-
ing process, which later will allow one to measure the software quality and to identify
the errors at the design and implementation levels by using code and design metrics. In
addition, it supports the analysis of structural dependencies to measure software stability
and complexity, as well as to detect anti-patterns. Structure 101 helps us to understand
the system structure and evaluate its complexity. It provides a visual representation of
dependencies between modules at a various architectural levels of abstraction, assisting
architects in identifying where undesirable dependencies may have occurred. Eclipse
metrics is an eclipse plugin used to collect automatically metrics such as lines of code,
number of classes, packages and files, instability, abstractness, and distance from the
main sequence. Sonargraph uses aGroovy based scripting engine and aDomain-Specific
Language for describing the software architecture. PhpMetrics applies static analysis to
PHP projects, which run with the help of the composer in the command line. Limitations
of the test medium made analysis is done by dividing the source code into their respec-
tive folders. PhpMetrics allows extracting metrics associated with complexity, volume,
object oriented andmaintainability. Finally, Imagix4D is a commercial reverse engineer-
ing tool that helps check and systematically study software at any level of abstraction,
using views to describe dependencies. It provides a large set of built-in facilities for the
automatic documentation-generation from source code. A comparison about the kind
of metrics that ASA tools are able to extract are presented in Table 5. Specifically,
they are analyzed in terms of size, complexity, CK metrics [23], Rober C. Martin [24],
dependency and maintainability.

Tools to Extract Metrics for Technical Debt Analysis. Another objective of ASA tools is
to analyse the quality of the source code or design. It is especially relevant, the technical
debt caused by the poor quality, the misuse of rules or code writing standards, the code
smells, or the anti-patterns. The selected tools with this purpose are PMD, Findbugs,
Sonargraph, Sonarqube, Codacy,Kiuwan,Designite, JDeodorant, and iPlasma. PMD is a
Java static analysis tool that identifies code smells (God Classes, Feature Envy, and Blob
Classes), defects, bugs, and unused code by using a configurable set of rules. Findbugs



Table 5. Metrics

is a static analysis tool used to extract code smells such as the occurrences of bugs and
the potential security violations. Findbugs, PMD and CkeckStyle are implemented by
Sonarqube to obtain an overview of source code analysis, and classifying the errors and
smells according their impact. Sonarqube is an open source tool used to extract metrics,
manage the code, and to measure the design quality through seven aspects: architecture
and design, duplications, unit test, complexity, potential bugs, coding rules, and com-
ments. Designite is a tool to identify technical debt, architecture smells, design smells
on Java and C# applications. Codacy is a static analysis tool used to improve the code
quality of software systems by identifying common security problems, code complex-
ity, and code coverage, among others. JDeodorant applies a static source code analysis
to examine code smells. This tool automatically checks the syntactic correctness of
smell as the clone fragments, and fixes any discrepancies by removing incomplete state-
ments and adding the missing closing brackets from incomplete blocks of code. Finally,
Kiuwan supports the certification, quality management and productivity of source code.
In addition, Sonarqube, Codacy and Kiuwan provide analysis in the Cloud through their
websites, which makes to interact easier with Git repositories (see Table 5).

Tools to Extract Metrics Used in the Software Energy Consumption Estimation. To esti-
mate the energy consumption of a software system at the code and design levels, it is
necessary to define and make use of measurements and metrics extracted through an
iterative process using tools that implement static and dynamic analyses. The metrics



and characteristics of Green software [25, 27] help the monitoring and evaluation pro-
cesses of software in an ecological context. This evaluation depends on the structure of
the application and the hardware infrastructure that is used for its deployment [26]. Tools
such as Sigar, JouleMeter, RAPL, jRAPL, Power API, Jalen, Java Interactive Profiler
(JIP), Oktech Profiler, Oshi, Powerstat and Dstat, are used to extract metrics to estimate
energy consumption. These tools allow one to analyze the algorithms, code structures,
patterns or other architectural elements implemented in the code that influence the soft-
ware energy consumption. From these tools, we only selected those that address the
objectives of our evaluation. A comparison about the metrics that Dynamic Analysis
tools are able to extract related to energy consumption are presented in Table 5.

(RQ3) What are the output representation formats provided by the tools? An
important set of tools or plugins, which implement static and/or dynamic techniques,
generate as output, metrics that can be used to evaluate technical debt or estimate energy
consumption (see Table 4). Another group of tools are used to identify and to show archi-
tectural elements (components and connectors) that allow the data exchange and inter-
operability. Combining the metrics and architectural elements, an architectural recon-
struction process can be carried out, driven by design and implementation decisions that
are technical debt and energy consumption-aware. However, as can be seen in Table 4,
there is no integral tool that allows analyzing technical debt and energy consumption.
Characterization Criteria are described following (see Table 1, Table 6 and https://bit.
ly/39doYoQ)

Table 6. Output representation format, operating system and license supported by tools

CC1: Tools that supports at least the activities of reverse engineering such as extrac-
tion (E), analysis (A) and/or visualization (V).All tools/plugins implement the extraction
activity. This means that a syntactic and semantic analysis is carried out to extract code
and design metrics, but not always for an architecture reconstruction purpose. As a result

https://bit.ly/39doYoQ


of the analysis, 44% of the tools perform only the process of extraction, while 29% carry
out extraction + visualization, and 27% of tools include the three activities extraction
+ analysis + visualization.

CC2: Tools that visualize elaborated outputs graphically, through tables or matrices.
Some tools that carry out static analysis present the analysis results only using matrices
(4%), Tables (38%), dependency graphs (11%), tables+ dependency graphs (8%), tables
+ graphs+matrices+ tree maps (12%), graphs+ Tables (15%), graphs+ dependency
graphs + matrices + tree maps (8%), graphs + tree maps (4%). Regarding to dynamic
analysis the metrics are visualized only using screens (6%), screens+ CSV files (27%),
CSV files + log files + text files (40%), CSV files + log files + text files + databases
(7%), and tables + graphs + CSV files (20%).

CC3: Tools that support the loading of the applications under analysis locally or
from Git repositories. 7% of tools, i.e. Sonarqube, Codacy and Kiuwan, support loading
applications from Git repositories. It is remarkable that 93% of the tools only have the
option of loading the source code or other input element if they are stored locally. Only
Sonarqube supports the loading of applications, both locally and online.

CC4: Tools license is open source, commercial and/or trial. The analysis of the
results shows that 7% of the tools can be downloaded and used because they have an
open source license and 10% are free. Only 17% of the tools have a trial/commercial
license and they can be only used temporarily. They are more specialized and have
business functionalities. Tools with a commercial type license correspond to 5%, the
tools that belong to the MIT license correspond to 10%, 7% of tools have BSD license,
5% of tools have Eclipse Public License that are part of Eclipse software. The GNU
Lesser General Public License 2.0 have 22%, whereas the rest have: 7%Apache license;
5% Commercial, Free for non-commercial use; 3% Commercial, GNU Lesser General
Public License, Open Source; and 2% Free, AGPL License.

CC5: Tools analyze applications coded in C, C++, Java, C#, PHP, among others.
42%of the tools provide the reverse engineering process or reconstruction of applications
written only in Java, 2% of tools support the identification of applications written only
in Php and 20% of the tools support the evaluation of applications written in Java and
other programming languages such as C, Python, C#. The rest of tools are distributed as
C/C++, Java 7%, tools that support C/C++, Java, .Net 10%, tools that support Java and
.Net 2%, C/C++, Java, .Net, php and others programming languages 12%, C/C++ and
.Net 5% (see Table 6).

From this analysis report, it is possible to conclude that the four defined expectations
of the study (see Table 1) are fulfilled, but their degree of coverage depends on the needs
of the researcher and the application context.

4.4 Selection

Decision Tree, Recommendations and Findings. The selection defines a tree-based
model that works as a mechanism to help the software engineer during the decision
making process of choosing the right tool or set of tools. In this case, the tool that assist
in architecture reconstruction while considering metrics to analyse technical debt and
energy consumption (see Fig. 2). This treemodel also helps to determine a set of findings
(F.number coding) and recommendations (R.number coding) as the standard establishes.



The decision tree is composed by three types of nodes and the transitions between
them. The decision nodes are represented by squares, transition nodes (no decision) are
represented by circles, and leaf nodes with a final decision are represented by a triangle.
The transition between nodes is represented by an arrowed labelled with the selected
option. The option is an instance of the criterion that represents the column where the
arrow is drawn. These criteria are the objective, license, use, type, input, output, activities,
programming languages and decision. They are delimited by swim lanes, where the
nodes of the corresponding criterion are included. It is important to emphasize that those
options that are not supported have not been included in the tree, omitting the death leaf
nodes; instead of including these death options, we have introduced transition options
that maybe changed in the future into decision nodes if new options are implemented.

Based on results of the decision tree study, it reveals through its initial decision
that there are no tools/framework/plugins for both analysing technical debt and energy
consumption combining static and dynamic analysis (F.1). Therefore, in this case, rec-
ommendations of two types have to be made, one for each branch. Browsing throughout
the tree, it can be observed that technical debt is addressed using static analysis and the
tools vary in their output metrics (F.2), whereas energy consumption is evaluated using
dynamic analysis because it is necessary to analyse the runtime code and the hardware
where it is deployed (F.3). To evaluate technical debt, Sonarqube, Codacy and Desig-
nite are the recommended tools (R.1) since they allow the extraction, visualization and
analysis activities in their open source, trial and free for non-commercial use versions,
respectively. Sonarqube and Codacy, which use source code as input, can be applied to
extract code metrics whose values can be compared or used in conjunction with tools such
as PMD, Findbugs, Kiuwan, iPlasma Jdeodorant to assess technical debt, code smell
and bad smell from the point of view of code or design (F.4). One of the advantages of
Codacy and Sonarqube is that they support entry elements loading remotely using Git
open repositories. Being relatively new tools, both tools provide updates, documenta-
tion and technical support for carrying out the identification, extraction and analysis
of applications of different types, sizes, domains and programming languages such as
Java, C, C++, C#, PHP, among others (F.5). However, if we pay attention to metrics
(see Table 5), from the set of open source tools, Sonarqube has wider coverage than
Imagix4D, Designite, Lattix and Codacy (F.6). On the other hand, if we want to measure
the metrics that are part of Robert C.Martin, CK and other kind of metrics, is suggested
to use additional tools such as Structural Analysis and Eclipse metrics to complement
the extraction and visualization activities (R.2). To estimate energy consumption, every
tool extract metrics at runtime such as RAM, CPU, GPU, among others. The values
of metrics are different depending of two factors: (i) the hardware where software is
deployed and (ii) the size, the type and the complexity of software specially when styles,
patterns, and code and design practices are used. Frameworks such as jRAPL, Sigar,
Oshi, tools such as RAPL, Powerstat, Joulemeter, Intel Platform Power Estimation and
Middleware as PowerAPI are proposed to extract and calculate metrics associated with
energy consumption (F.7). If the researcher needs precision on the results instead of
facility in settings, we recommend the four frameworks jRAPL, PowerAPI, Oshi and
Powerstat (R.3), since they run under Linux and have more accurate measurements
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Fig. 2. Decision tree (https://bit.ly/3hmREie)

because they avoid the consumption of additional resources (e.g. peripherals) and mea-
sure the effective energy of the application. However, they only support applications
written in Java. Alternatively, if the engineer prefers easy settings or require non-Java
applications, he/she has to select the tools Joulemeter, Intel Platform Power Estimation
(R.4). These tools have a simpler configuration than frameworks. Finally, it is important
to analyse our final objective to support architecture reconstruction driven by metrics to
analyse technical debt and estimate energy consumption (see O1). Since there is no tool

https://bit.ly/3hmREie


that support all three together (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). It is required the combination of
tools to deal with the objective and the summary of the recommendations R1-R4 is the
following: (1) to extract structure + design metrics using the tools Sonargraph, Struc-
ture101, Structural Analysis, Lattix or Imagix4D. (2) To extract source code metrics +
analyse technical debt using the tools Sonarqube, Designite, Jdeodorant and Codacy.;
and (3) To analyse energy consumption applying dynamic analysis in execution time
using source code metrics using the frameworks and tools RAPL, jRAPL, PowerAPI,
Oshi, Powerstat, Joulemeter, Intel Platform Power Estimation, depending on the require-
ments, as it has been previously detailed. This integration allows the complete analysis
for supporting the architecture reconstruction decision-making driven by technical debt
and green metrics.

Hypothesis Evaluation. After finishing the analysis and selection, it is required the
evaluation of the defined hypothesis (see Fig. 1). With regard to H1, it is possible to
conclude that all the selected tools carry out the extraction of metrics from source code
in a semiautomatic way, and later perform the analysis and visualization. In the case of
H2, there are tools that use source code to extract metrics and architectural elements.
Before using these metrics, they have to be manually collected and normalized. Respect
to H3, tools such as Sonarqube and the frameworks that estimate energy consumption
can be configured and customized to obtain specific metrics depending of the calculation
models, it can make with open source tools. From this analysis, it is also concluded that
hypothesis number four (H4) has not been already met, since there are no tools that
integrate technical debt analysis and energy consumption evaluation.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents a tailored ISO/IEC/IEEE 14102:2008 systematic-oriented process
for the evaluation and selection of tools that address emerging areas avoiding bias and
promoting knowledge reusability. This process combines systematic literature methods
and complementary studies to provide not only the resulting selected tools, but also
the acquired knowledge from the study through a set of reusable assets. Specifically,
the tailored standard has been applied for the selection and recommendation of tools
that support architecture reconstruction and the extraction of technical debt and energy
consumption metrics. This adoption has obtained the following reusable assets: the
report and its synthesized information, i.e. a set of tables and statistics, a decision tree,
four recommendations and seven findings. These assets provide valuable synthesized
information about the tools that allow the architecture reconstruction and the technical
debt and energy consumption measurement. As future work, it will be necessary to
formalize themanagement and extension of the reusable assets; as we plan to consolidate
this systematic-oriented process evaluating other types of tools. In addition, the results
of the evaluation evidence the need of creating a new tool to fulfil the hypothesis H4, as
well as extending the current assets in the future.
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